Case studies: LAMH Recycle – mark 2!
Highlander and LAMH Recycle have been recycling and employability partners for several years,
commencing with the initial provision of a Dicom PGV650P mill sized baler for mostly cardboard
materials. Over the years, the recycling side of the LAMH business has grown dramatically and now
also consists of collection and recycling of various polythene grades, an almost 100% increase in the
volume of cardboard handled and also office papers, newspaper / pamphlets and plastic brinks bottles.
In response to this increase in volume and to react to market demands especially in the plastics sector,
Highlander agreed to provide and install a second PGV650P mill sized baler which would allow LAMH
to process and recycle 2 separate materials at a time and of course, handle the increased overall
volumes of materials handled.

The installation was simple and quick and this will prove to be a valuable asset to LAMH Recycle, in
terms of added value to the waste products and in terms of enhancements to the processing capacity
to the charity. The machine produces bales of approximately 400kg each & are manually tied with
3.2mm black steel baling wire – this allows the bales of separate materials to be collected by Highlander
in 8 ton batches and the bales are ready to be sold directly to paper mills or other consumers, as no
further baling or processing is required to get the bales “mill ready”. These balers can improve rebates
to waste generators by up to £15 per ton as the baling costs are a direct saving for the waste paper
company. We can provide these fantastic mill-sized balers at great rates and often free of charge (on
volume dependant) at short notice to customers of as little as two weeks if required.
Call us at 01355 524215 for more information on these machines and other services.

